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Businesses urged to tick Patent Box

Don’t miss out on tax savings

Time is ticking away for a major change to a tax regime offering big savings to innovative companies.

Under the Patent Box scheme, introduced in April 2013, companies pay ten per cent corporation tax on worldwide profits 
arising from patents.

To qualify, a company must make a profit from patented inventions that it owns or exclusively licenses-in and must also have 
undertaken qualifying development on them.

But the current scheme will close to new entrants in June 2016 so there is now a limited window of  
opportunity for companies to take full advantage of the reduced corporation tax rate. Those who join  
Patent Box will be able to benefit until the scheme is abolished in 2021.

Who can currently benefit from the Patent Box?

• Companies liable to UK Corporation Tax that own or exclusively licence a patent 
granted by the UK Intellectual Property Office, the European Patent Office  
or an office of certain countries within the EEA

• In order to qualify the company or a member of the  
same group must have undertaken qualifying  
development on the patent

• Where qualifying development has been 
undertaken by a group company the 
claimant company must be actively 
involved in managing the patent, 
This condition might be satisfied 
by something as simple as 
deciding whether to renew the 
patent annually

• Companies with patents pending 
will be able to benefit from the 
regime on profits arising for a 
period of up to six years from 
application to grant. The relevant 
profits arising during the pending 
period will be included in the 
Patent Box in the year the  
patent is granted

• Those holding certain medicinal or  
botanic innovation rights may also  
benefit from the Patent Box



What profits are taxed at the lower rate?

Worldwide profits that arise from exploiting patented inventions or processes. This includes:

• The sale of patented products or a product incorporating a patented invention including the sale of spare parts of such 
products even if the spare part itself is not patented

• Licence fees and royalties from a right granted over the patent

• Proceeds from the sale or exclusive licence of the patent

• Income received as compensation for patent infringement

• A notional royalty where a patented process or patented tool is used to generate profits that would not themselves qualify 
for the Patent Box relief

When calculating profits arising from patents we are required to deduct a notional marketing spend, routine expenses  
and research and development expenditure.

What are the patent box rates?

The relief is being phased in over fice years from 1 April 2013 to 1 April 2017, the relevant Corporation Tax rates applicable  
to profits arising from patents will be as follows:

01/04/13 - 31/03/14          15.2%

01/04/14 - 31/03/15          13.3%

01/04/15 - 31/03/16          12%

Key considerations

• Does the company own or exclusively licence the right to exploit a patent?

• Does the company have patents pending?

• Does the company have products or processes for which a patent could be secured?

• The regime is an elective one and as such an election will be required in order to opt in. This is particularly important where you 
have patents pending as you are required to make an election within two years of the end of the period when the profits arose

• Are you taking advantage of the enhanced Corporation Tax relief available for qualifying expenditure on research and 
development? This legislation is independent of the Patent Box legislation but is likely to be relevant  
to companies developing patented technology

How Murphy Salisbury can help

• Murphy Salisbury has been advising on the Patent Box since its inception

• We work with many of our clients in making claims for enhanced relief for research and development expenditure. This 
involves regular correspondence with HM Revenue and Customs’ specialist unit which also handles Patent Box claims

• We can prepare an analysis of the tax benefits the Patent Box could provide your business, the results of which could be 
used when deciding whether or not obtain a patent

• Where you have existing patents we can advise on whether you qualify for the relief

• We will work with Patent Attorneys to help you identify what intellectual property you have that might be suitable  
for a patent and to ensure that this is implemented in a way that maximises the tax relief available

• We will prepare the required elections in order to ensure that you are opted in to the regime

• When claiming relief we will analyse qualifying profits arising from patents, select the most appropriate calculation method  
to determine this and prepare the Patent Box relief calculation on your behalf

• We will then deal with submitting and agreeing the Patent Box claim with HM Revenue and Customs

If you think your business might be able to benefit from the Patent Box regime, please contact Bobby Gupta on 01789 299076  
in order to discuss this further.
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